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Lani speaking to you, through
the Omega Communications
Portal.
Actually, it is you who comes
through
the
Omega
Communications Portal – you
that is the higher aspect of
you, and your dense physical body remains relaxed
where it is. The essence of you comes through the
Portal into the Station of Light.
Already assembly in the receiving area are many
other Beings ready and waiting. Are you enjoying
the feeling of being here in this area – free of the
confines of Earth, free to engage in the higher
dimensional frequency?
This is how we begin today.

“Orem coming forward to begin this session today
with you. An appropriate time for you to remember
that your current lifetime is one pattern of
experience, maybe one pattern of a collected
number of experiences, but it is the experience of
you as this physical body that is referred to.
When you come into the Station into this dimension
where you are actually free of the body and yet your
experiences come into this space, you are able to
encompass all of those experiences within the
energy that you are receiving directly from the
higher aspects of creation as they come through
the solar portal. It is always about this. It always has
been and is and will be about reconnecting with that
pure element of energy and so that has the effect of
clearing the impact of the experiences you have
had on your energy field.
You would understand that many of the
experiences are able to alter the blueprint – the
genetic profile you might call it – and so by
presenting yourself into this area into the light and
within the oversight of the Beings here, many of
those experiences that have distorted your energy
field are cleared away. Are you allowing that to
occur? You do not even need to analyse what the
experiences are. It is the willingness that you have
to allow the energy to clear your energy field that is
important.
Then we begin going more deeply into your
activities and your presence on Earth.

Coming more deeply in experience here of realizing
you are with the Beings assigned here, some of
whom are part of the Council of Light and others are
different levels of support, and you are all
perceiving the expansion of consciousness as it
expands through the existence of the vectors which
contain various systems – solar systems – planetary
systems – and there is the overall expansion
occurring. You are able to witness this in the energy
dimension that we have drawn you into here. You
will perceive the natural unfolding. You will perceive
the level of energy that is available to Earth planet
as part of this clearing away of experiences.
Therefore, leaving you to be free and able to
participate in this overall expansion.
There has been a shift in the general
consciousness available to all on the planet. This is
in that energy matrix surrounding the planet
referred to often in our series of presentations to
you and you receive this. Each time you make a
deliberate attempt to step beyond the physical
mental boundaries of concepts of what life is on
Earth and you activate your presence and engage
in the energy field coming through the solar portal,
then this is when you really can absorb the energy
field to help you and in that way you are also being
a channel for that energy to come into the Earth
around you, simply by the act of being connected
into that pattern of light.
There is this knowledge within you that it is part of
the blueprint of life and the original blueprint of life
was for a pure Being, humanoid in your case, to
function for many decades of existence on Earth so
that you are able to be a valuable source of
connection. Therefore, as part of clearing the
accumulated experiences of you, this enables you
to be a clearer Being, more strongly connected into
the evolutionary process of expansion of
consciousness.
So, this is what is happening around you now. You
are receiving on many layers of your energy field
and existence, the incoming expansion energy
through the solar portal. You were created as this
and for this and to do this and to be this. It is one.

Therefore, all that you recognize as existence on
planet Earth needs to be upgraded to receive the
full benefit of the restorative energy to the original
blueprint.
The original blueprint is present there receiving the
expansion of consciousness fields and the original
blueprint is quite capable and has the potential and
the principles of life in it that accept that energy.
You may sense there would be a certain sense of
upgrading or expansion of that blueprint. It is simply
that it is complete. It has all the receptive nodes in
it, but up until this time a lot of those receptors had
not been activated to receive this particular aspect
of energy coming in. so, it is a very fulfilling time for
you.
Now we bring your attention into that gathering
space where you perceive the many Beings there.
Do you also recognize many more have come in as
they also have accepted the activation which is
conveyed through the solar portal energy at this
time? It is a very powerful process that resets many
of the active processes of consciousness of
individuals and as individuals, you are all part of a
connected energy field, or consciousness field, and
this is part of the manifesting of a different
dimensional existence, as the civilization changes
in accordance with that activation of the blueprint.
You will be feeling this filling you, so bring it back
into the initial gathering space here in the Station.
I withdraw now

Orem out “

This concludes this session today. Do make sure
now you bring your attention back into the present
moment.
You may feel you have consciously aligned,
reconnected, to a higher level and that of course
was the purpose of today’s session – helping you
realise that.
Take it all with you. Let it all unfold and give you
more experience of it. Thanks for being here.

“Lani here again. Thank you Orem. I am aware of
the presence of the Being known as a Star Being
with the support of the Council of Light

I end this session through the
Omega Communications Portal.

Lani

“ and we are simply ensuring that the activation
process has been acknowledged and working
within you each as you are presented here. It will
reach very deeply into you, because your
consciousness is deeply connected in this area, in
this presentation to you.
And so we now are able to observe this is sufficient
for you to work with, to allow it to unfold naturally in
your life.”
And so that Being steps back and it is now for us to
collect all of this consciously into us and to
consciously bring it back into your current
circumstances.
You may already have experienced a slight change
in what is around you as you perceive the energy of
it. You may already have understood that there has
been a slight time change and something has
altered in your thoughts. This apparently is
representing and showing you that you are
adapting to the higher energy field pattern coming
through the solar portal from Source, so I think we
should all be quite happy about all of this and
relaxed as we allow it all to activate all of those
areas within our individual blueprint.
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